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ABSTRACT

The Mars 2020 mission has been developing an on-
board planner (OBP) capability to enable the Persever-
ance rover to operate more efficiently. OBP enables the
rover to reschedule activities in response to changes in en-
vironmental conditions (such as Mars being warmer than
expected, or rover energy/State of charge being higher
than expected) as well as execution variations (e.g. activ-
ities taking longer or shorter than expected or failing).

In this paper we describe the status of development of
this capability including: testing and validation of the
flight software, onboard commissioning, ground software
to accommodate changing operations, operational readi-
ness tests and training activities. Currently the M2020
onboard planner is scheduled to begin primary operations
in October 2023.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Mars 2020 mission has been developing an onboard
planner (OBP) to improve rover operations efficiency [1].
OBP will allow the rover to respond to unexpected events.
For example, if it is warmer than expected rover heat-
ing can be reduced. If an activity takes shorter than ex-
pected, subsequent activities can execute earlier and the
rover can go to sleep and save energy. If an activity takes
longer than expected, later activities can be delayed in
some cases. Finally, if a drive is going better than ex-
pected (e.g. faster) it may be possible to extend the drive
to get further along the desired path. All of these can im-
prove rover productivity. The OBP is the flight element,
but significant ground software is also required to best op-
erate the rover - Simple Planner (SP) refers to the entire
system of flight system, ground system, and operations
concept.

*(c) 2023 All rights reserved. Government sponsorship acknowl-
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Because of the complexity of rover operations and the
need to protect the unique resource of the rover, a thor-
ough and deliberate campaign of tests and training exer-
cises is being performed in the leadup to onboard planner
use in primary rover operations (currently projected for
October 2023).

1. A series of six “tabletop” exercised the ground tools
and helped to train the ground operations staff to the
new operations workflow.

2. A set of thread tests were executed in which on-
board plans were generated and executed on Opti-
mism/VSTB, the hardware test rover operating in
the JPL Marsyard.

3. An operations readiness test (ORT) was executed in
August 2023 to further exercise both the software
and processes for operations of SP.

4. A series of three commissioning activities were per-
formed onboard the Perseverance rover on Mars to
exercise the OBP flight software and confirm that
the software is operating as expected.

5. A Simple Planner flight school was developed and
over 150 of the M2020 team were trained in the new
software and operations processes related to SP.

All of these efforts will culminate with the operational
rollout of SP with a scheduled date of October 2023 for
the first version called SP1 which focuses on resource
savings (energy) for future sols. This will be followed
by a second tranche of capabilities in the SP2 delivery
scheduled for operations in May 2024 which will enable
use of saved resources (time, energy) within the same sol.

SP is part of a set of autonomy capabilities onboard the
Perseverance rover [2] along with enhanced autonomous
driving and the AEGIS autonomous targeting software
[3].

2. FLIGHT SOFTWARE

The primary component of the Simple Planner (SP)
is the OBP which is flight software onboard the Per-
severance rover consisting of two main components:



PLAN which is responsible for scheduling activities and
PLANC which is responsible for executing the current
schedule as well as invoking PLAN when a new plan is
needed.

The OBP flight software had to be carefully designed to
overcome several challenges of the M2020 mission.

First, the onboard computer for the Perseverance rover
is very limited in its computational power. The Rad 750
[4] used in Perseverance only produces 200 MIPS and
the OBP only gets a fraction of the entire computing re-
source [5]. Therefore the PLAN and PLANC modules
needed to be carefully designed to fit within limited com-
putation and designed to operate within a carefully pre-
scribed software priority. If rescheduling via PLAN takes
too long, much of the benefit of rescheduling is lost. But
if rescheduling occurs too often, valuable computer cy-
cles can starve other important tasks onboard the rover.
In order to address these tradeoffs, OBP uses a lighter
weight Flexible Execution and event driven rescheduling
[6] to control OBP CPU usage. In addition, a throttling
mechanism [5] prevents the OBP from invoking too much
so that it starves other software processes.

Second, OBP must address complex thermal manage-
ment for the Perseverance rover [5]. Many mechanisms
onboard the Perseverance rover must be at a safe temper-
ature before being used (such as to drive motors, arm mo-
tors, or instruments). Therefore OBP needs to schedule
preheat and maintenance heating to support these activ-
ities. However the atmospheric temperature varies con-
siderably during the Martian day. So the amount of time
to preheat a mechanism to be used depends on the time of
day of the usage. In some cases (near mid day and Mar-
tian summer) no heating may be required. Alternatively,
at some times and seasons, the rover heaters may not be
sufficient to maintain operating temperatures. The OBP
is responsible for scheduling preheat and maintenance ac-
tivities to support relevant activities.

Third, OBP must manage rover energy constraints [7].
The Perseverance rover is so energy constrained that
merely the rover being awake pushes it into a power nega-
tive state. Most activities require that the rover be awake
in order to be performed. Therefore a common pattern
of operations is that the rover takes naps throughout the
martian day, or sol, in order to conserve energy. In ad-
dition to scheduling the desired science and engineering
activities, OBP must manage the wake sleep schedule of
the rover, to conserve energy to enable productive rover
science.

2.1. Validation and Testing of the Onboard Planner
Flight Software

As a significant flight software capability, OBP requires
an extensive validation and testing effort to ensure that
the software will perform as intended. OBP validation
and verification has followed the same pattern as other

JPL autonomy flight software [8]. As such, OBP Valida-
tion and Verification [9] uses formal methods, informal
methods, and testing focused in a requirements and capa-
bility driven fashion.

Specifically, because the OBP is going into operations af-
ter Perseverance has already operated for over 2 Earth
years (1 Martian Year) on Mars, the OBP team is able to
use actual sols of operations adapted to OBP as test cases
to both verify correct OBP behavior and also to estimate
performance gains from OBP usage. This is a tremendous
advantage and effort savings over validation and verifica-
tion conducted entirely pre operations.

2.2. Commissioning Activities

In order to exercise the OBP flight software capability
in the actual rover execution environment, one pre-test
and three commissioning activities were run onboard the
Perseverance rover to exercise the core OBP capabilities.

In May 2023 as a pre-checkout activity, an onboard test
was conducted to verify that OBP parameters could be
updated as expected.

Later in May 2023, the Mars 2020 mission successfully
completed a first test use of the OBP on Mars. This first
stage demonstrated OBP’s core activity scheduling and
execution behaviors, including reacting to actual activity
execution durations. In accordance with the test nature
of this activity, all OBP activities had null sequences so
that while OBP activities were scheduled, rescheduled,
and executed (including adjustments from Flexible Exe-
cution), no FSW actions were taken to implement these
activities.

In late June 2023, the second OBP commissioning ac-
tivity was performed. This activity was designed to test
OBP’s management of heating and rover sleep cycles.
For this 2nd activity, if was advance planned in Campaign
Implementation 23 June 2023 and Tactical planned 27
June 2023. The test executed 29-30 June 2023. This sec-
ond commissioning activity tested the onboard planner
flight software heating/thermal management and wake-
sleep-energy management capabilities. This second ac-
tivity did actually control the thermal activities for several
zones onboard the rover. This second commissioning ef-
fort covered a partial sol (martian day).

In late July 2023, a successful 3rd commissioning activ-
ity executed on Sol 869. In this activity the OBP for the
first time executed science activities including Mastcam-
Z, NAVCAM, and MEDA as well as a Heli Comm ac-
tivity. Although there was an autonav drive fault this
did not affect the successful OBP commissioning activ-
ity. Successful execution was verified in the downlink
portion of the operations shift 1 August 2023. This third
activity corresponded to a full sol of typical on Mars ac-
tivity. While OBP did operate Perseverance in this 3rd
commissioning activity, this does NOT represent OBP
operational usage.



3. GROUND SOFTWARE

Full utilization of the M2020 OBP requires significant
ground operations software. Since the Perseverance rover
completed its commissioning activities after landing in
Summer 2021, the operations team has been using the
Copilot [10] ground-based scheduling system to assist
with preheat and wake-sleep scheduling for Perseverance
operations along with the Crosscheck [11] system to ex-
plain Copilot scheduling as well as schedule constraints
restricting when activities can be scheduled. However, in
this paradigm, the operations team still operated by spec-
ifying ”grounded” activities, e.g. scheduling activities at
specific times as chosen by the operations team. More re-
cently, since August 2023, the operations team has been
working constraint-based planning where constraints are
specified and the Copilot scheduler attempts to find times
for activities.

However, Copilot and Crosscheck are just a small part of
the overall ground software used in the uplink planning
process [12]. Both Copilot and Crosscheck work with
the primary planning tool - Component-based Campaign
Planning, Implementation and Tactical tool (COCPIT).

4. PREPARATION FOR SP GROUND OPERA-
TIONS

The ground operations flow for SP was developed based
on considerable surface operations experience in the SP
team. In extending and adapting this operations process
to the larger M2020 team, a series of outreach efforts as
well as operational exercises were executed.

February - May 2023, the SP team held weekly meetings
with the Instrument Operations and Science teams to de-
velop strategies for achieving instrument science best uti-
lizing new SP capabilities. Through this continuing se-
quence of meetings, concepts of operations were devel-
oped for each instrument for the varied types of science.

Starting in 2022, the SP team held a series of six Table
Top exercises in which an uplink operations team would
develop a plan for OBP similar to a Tactical planning cy-
cle using one or more scenarios patterned on an actual
sol type. Working through these exercises drove out chal-
lenges in operations as well as the ground software capa-
bilities. Each of these Table Tops had a different empha-
sis as described below.

• OBP Plans and sequencing - focused on how se-
quences from instruments and rover planners (drive
and arm activities) would change in SP operations
compared to conventional Master submaster (MSM)
operations mode sequences.

• Sampling - focus on how OBP mode would support
sols in which samples are collected.

• Mode transition - focus on how planning would han-
dle transitions from OBP mode to MSM mode and
vice versa.

• SP breadth - covered tactical planning process for
three different sol types

• SP Plan Size Stress test - covered Campaign Imple-
mentation (lookahead planning) and tactical opera-
tions for a 3 sol plan, the longest likely to occur in
operations.

• Team interaction - covered how the PILOT (overall
science planner managing the plan in the COCPIT
tool) and payload uplink leads (PUL) representing
the different instrument teams) should best coordi-
nate.

Additionally, the SP team conducted two Super Thread
Tests (TT) which focus on closing the entire loop below:

1. uplink planning,

2. execution on the VSTB using OBP - the Persever-
ance Rovers Twin testbed at the JPL Marsyard,

3. generation of downlink products,

4. assessment of the rover, and

5. feeding into the next planning cycle.

The TT’s performed are described below.

• Super TT-20 (12-14 July 2023) focused on remote
sensing and included uplink planning, VSTB execu-
tion of the generated planfile, and downlink. Super
TT-20 had limited strategic or lookahead plan devel-
opment, and was constrained in the types of activi-
ties included.

• Super TT-22 (14-17 November 2022) focused on in-
cluding a more complete operations cycle as well as
more rover activities. Super TT-22 included Cam-
paign Implementation (lookahead planning), tacti-
cal uplink planning, VSTB execution of planfile,
downlink assessment, second uplink planning ses-
sion. The plan included remote sensing as well as
an autonav drive. TT-22 was a more flight-like ex-
ercise of uplink and downlink tooling and involved
product generation and delivery, SSIM simulation,
targeting in ASTRO for robotic activities.

The M2020 Project also conducted a Simple Planner
Flight School for training M2020 operations staff in
constraint-based planning and changes to the operations
flow to best leverage Simple Planner capabilities. The
flight school is a seven (7) session set of courses that was
taught live and also recorded for staff who could not at-
tend live and for future new staff. In its entirety the Sim-
ple Planner Flight School consists of over 10 hours of
training and includes the topics as listed below.



Figure 1. OBP generated plan executing on VSTB in
Marsyard 15 November 2022 as part of Super Thread
Test 22 (Super TT 22).

1. Simple Planner Foundations

2. Science Operations and Instrument Operations
Overview

3. Campaign Implementation

4. Simple Planner Planning

5. Tactical Uplink

6. Tactical Downlink

7. Anomalies

In total, as of September 2023, 155 staff have completed
some portion of the M2020 Simple Planner Flight School
either live July 2023 or using the recorded material. Crit-
ically, the recorded material provides reference training
material for future mission staffing.

The most comprehensive exercise conducted was the
M2020 SP Operational Readiness Test which occurred
from 2-15 August 2023. This exercise performed two
lookahead planning (Campaign Implementation) shifts,
two Tactical planning shifts, and two downlink assess-
ments. Included in these was planning for a 3 sol plan.
A VSTB Robotic Arm anomaly prevented VSTB execu-
tion of arm motions or drives. This exercise included up-
link, downlink, and testbed staff covering both science
and engineering encompassing over 100 staff including
observers.

5. REMAINING SCHEDULE FOR OPERA-
TIONAL ROLLOUT

As this article goes to press for ASTRA 2023, the current
plan is for the SP to begin primary use of SP1 capabil-
ity in M2020 operations in October 2023. As Fiscal Year

2024 begins in October 2023, additional work is planned
to refine operational processes, augment the ground soft-
ware, and validate and verify SP2 capabilities for sched-
uled rollout in the May-July 2024 timeframe.

There are also a number of ground planning capabilities
identified for improvement in FY24. First, feedback from
use of the Crosscheck explanation system [11] has gen-
erated new capability requests. Second, a limited execu-
tion simulation capability was designed for Copilot but is
not ready for operations, extensions of this approach [13]
from Monte Carlo to Importance Sampling to increase ef-
ficiency and give the operations team feedback on what
range of executions are likely to occur is highly desirable.
Additionally, visualization of potential outcomes [14] is
a key part of any such process.

6. RELATED WORK

Flight of onboard planners/schedulers onboard spacecraft
and rovers is exceptionally rare and is unprecedented for
a flagship class mission like M2020.

In 1999, the Remote Agent flew the RAX-PS planner
which controlled the Deep Space One mission for two pe-
riods totalling approximately 48 hours [15]. In 2013, the
CASPER planner flew onboard the IPEX cubesat [16] for
over 1 year. More recently, the Mexec planner (related to
the M2020 OBP [17]) flew onboard the ASTERIA cube-
sat for 4-20 September 2019 [18]. Finally, the CASPER
planner flew onboard the Earth Observing One mission
from 2004-2017, controlling all EO-1 activities for over
a dozen years [19]. All of these prior flights were rel-
atively simple missions and do not compare to the ex-
tremely complex M2020 - Perseverance mission.

It is worth noting that several lunar rover missions with
significant autonomy are scheduled for launch in the near
future.

• The Moonranger [20] mission will hunt for lunar ice
autonomously.

• The CADRE mission [21] will use the Mexec plan-
ner to coordinate measurements on the lunar surface.

• The VIPER rover [22] will autonomously map and
hunt for lunar ice

7. CONCLUSIONS

The Mars 2020 mission is in the process of deploying
a significant onboard autonomy capability - the Simple
Planner (SP). SP includes the OBP flight software that
enables the rover to adjust activities to unexpected condi-
tions (such as ambient temperature warmer than expected
or battery state of charge being higher than expected) as



well as execution variations (activities failing, or taking
longer or shorter than projected).

Because of the complexity of rover operations, deploy-
ing such a capability requires: extensive testing of opera-
tional workflows, flight software, and ground software as
well as operations training. We describe these activities in
preparation for SP rollout with first operations currently
scheduled for October 2023.
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